
School Advisory Council Meeting 
December 14, 2020
6:30 pm
Via Zoom

MINUTES

(As recorded by Olga Romanowsky)

Present: Brian Holmes, Lia Lewis, Helen Blaikie, James Flynn, Beth Langille, Anne 
DeAdder, Avery McCallum, Kimberly Isnor-Reade, Ron Creighton, Caius MacDonald, 
Olga Romanowsky
Regrets: Laura Whitman, Reg Delorey

1.) Call Meeting to Order: Brian organized the Zoom meeting and Ron called the SAC 
meeting to order. Agenda was circulated and approved.

2.) Review of Minutes: Minutes had been sent out previously via email and motion to 
move was made by James, seconded by Brian.

3.) Business Arising from Minutes: 1.) There has been no new info on the issue of 
the removal of the soccer nets from the (old) field across the street/adjacent to the 
library. Brian has communicated our concern over the safety of leaving the posts and 
nets to Operations but there have not been any recent decisions made. Brian will 
continue to monitor progress and report it as it becomes available.
2.) SAC membership—Avery McCallum is our elementary school member, a grade 6 
student. There now seems to be full compliment of SAC members as is necessary.

4.) Correspondence: None

5.) Principal’s Report: Please see attached. 

Question regarding the report was asked by Caius, concerning the plan for Scenario 3 
(pandemic measures). Caius wondered if learning at home would affect the number of 
subjects junior high students would be responsible for covering.  Brian answered that 
the number of subjects will stay the same but students will be expected to work for 4 
hours per day rather than 5 hours.

6.) Leadership Committee Report: Beth reported a quiet year, understandably. The 
Leadership group ran a Spirit Week in the beginning of the year, which despite it being 
challenging to pull off, had successful participation. Halloween safety presentation was 
made to the elementary students and grade 12 students participated in the Street 
Safety program. Hat days and dress up days have occurred and raised $1000.00 for the 
Christmas Index program, which will be donated this week. Funds were also raised 



through theme day fundraisers to raise money to be used for a Christmas Spirit Week, 
which is happening this week. Foodland donated snacks for this Friday’s upcoming 
movie day. Brian reported that the Leadership Group has really stepped up and done 
very well running the aforementioned events, despite not being a defined “Student 
Council”. 

7.) New Business: 
1.) Bussing— Brian reported that parents—mostly from the River John area—received 
letters that stated bus routes and drivers were changing. TRA had not been informed of 
these changes and this lack of communication from the CCRCE was concerning as 
parents were confused and surprised by the news. Brian found out that due to a bus 
driver retirement, a driver that had been covering his route was actually only temporary. 
To accommodate the one fewer driver available, the routes were changed and some 
students were relocated to different buses. The issue seems to be resolved now, as the 
changes have been implemented and appear to be running smoothly. However, Brian 
communicated that in the future, he should be made aware of such major changes 
before letters go out to parents. 

2.)Preparation for Scenario 3—Direction is being provided by the Province on what 
Scenario 3 will look like should it be implemented due to restrictions imposed by Public 
Health. Teachers’ schedules are being discussed and there is an expectation that 
teachers will be working in school while students are doing distance learning from their 
homes.

3.) Olga asked about transparency of SAC Minutes and whether they have been 
recently posted to TRA’s website. She will email Heidi Ayles and follow up on arranging 
to send the Minutes to Heidi so that they can be accessible to the public. 

8.) Public Response None.

9.) Next Meeting: Monday, February 1, @ 6:30 via Zoom unless further notice given.

10.) Adjournment: Motion to adjourn made by James. 


